CEDC Challenge #4
A Green-Powered
Canada
Little Scientists: Potato Superkids

Research
Diﬀerent teams of little scientists in this class researched on
diﬀerent fuel types to generate electricity in Ontario to
address the big question:

“Is Ontario government building a better
living place by using the current fuel types
to generate electricity?”

Ontario Electricity Generation by
This
Fuel Type 2018
sparked our
inquiry!
In 2018, about 96% of electricity in Ontario is
produced from zero-carbon emitting sources: 60%
from nuclear, 26% from hydroelectricity, 7% from
wind, and 2% from solar. The remainder is
primarily from natural gas, with some biomass.
Ontario’s electricity generating capacity is primarily
located in the southern portion of the province with
significant hydro generating stations located in
eastern Ontario in the Ottawa River basin and
northeastern Ontario in the Moose River basin

Source Credit

A Class Collaborative Research
Is Ontario government building a better living place by
using the current fuel types to generate electricity?
Research Reading: David Suzuki’s Report 2019
All - P. 1, 14, 15

Our collaboration started
from here!

Area of Research Interest:
Problems With Conventional Sources of Energy (nuclear)- P. 3
Wind - P. 4-5
Hydroelectricity - P. 6-7
Biomass - P. 8-10
Geothermal - P. 10 -11
Solar - P. 12-13

Each team worked on
one fuel type of their
choice. A visual-audio
presentation was done in
class. Other teams took
notes while learning from
the presentation.Here is
a sample of our
note-taking.

Read what our
little scientists
think!

-

Based on our research the government is
doing a better job by using the current fuel
types because when when this fuels are
used it because most of them are
renewable and that 90% are carbon free
but there is some cons about this fuels but
⅘ fuels are helping the environment build a
better place.Every fuel has a pro and a con
most of the fuels have more pros and cons
except nuclear because nuclear is the most
toxic fuel out of the ⅘ fuels. In conclusion
think that the government should help
make nuclear safer and try to make it
better for the environment since nuclear is
very harmful to the environment .
~ Potato Superkid #1

Based on my research it is a no
because, in the graph you can see that
Ontario is using uranium which is
unstable and not renewable. That
being said, most countries use nuclear
energy to get rid of fossil fuels and then
replace nuclear energy with green
energy. I can see Canada replacing
nuclear with hydropower because the
amount of bodies in Canada. My
conclusion is that Canada is heading in
the right direction and the ‘No’ will
probably become a ‘Yes’ in the future.

-Super potato #2

I was in solar we learned that solar is
cheaper than fossil fuels and solar is good
for the environment but if u use to much it
will increase your bills All Fuels are
trustworthy and can help you as well pick
your Fuels well and wise Ti me Solar
energy is the best Just saying. But picking
A Good one Will help The Environment. Super Potato kid #3

Based on our research, I would like to
conclude that ontario is doing a pretty
good job by using current fuel types to
generate electricity because most of the
energy sources are renewable. ⅘ are good
to the environment but one in not that
good which is nuclear. The 4 good ones are
hydro, wind, gas/oil and biofuel/biomass.
The reason nuclear energy is harmful to
humans and other living things is because
nuclear energy can also be carbon
dioxide/Co2 which is from nucleus, cores
that are from atoms. Lots of factory
contain co2 or carbon dioxide which is very
harmful to the environment. Co2 can be
poisonous to us and others. I think the
government could do a better job with the
nuclear energy problem
~ Potato Superkid #4

Based on my research I would
like to conclude that ontario is
doing a great job with
hydro.They are doing great
because hydro is being used a
lot and hydro is renewable.It is
going to help climate change.
Potato Superkid #5

The Ontario government is doing
fine building a better job using the
fuels. This is why, most of the fuels
are reusable but some will make the
earth toxic. So if the government
finds a way to stop this it would be
great. Super Potato Kid #7

Based on our research, I would like to
conclude that Ontario is not building a better
living place by using the current fuel types to
generate electricity.
The nuclear fuel type has one thing in
common is very extremely expensive and it
needs less area to make the same amount of
electricity as other sources.
I would suggest to Canadians that we should
use a proper way of Disposing of Radioactive
Waste.
Written by: Super potato kid #6

Is Ontario government is doing a great
job at building a better living place
because 2 of the top 3 used energy
types are reusable. Based on our
research we can say that the Ontario
government is building a better living
place because the are using a lot of
renewable energy sources so create
energy.
Potato Superkid #8

Based on our research, the government is not doing
that great of a job. Only ⅘ of all fuels are
renewable except nuclear, nuclear is toxic and
nonrenewable. I highly recommend for someone to
try some experiments and see if they can add
something to the nuclear so it won't be super toxic.
~ Super potato kid #9

Ontario government is doing
a good job using fuels. So
that is why some fuel are
renewable.
Potato Superkid #10

I believe the government is doing a good job by using
the current fuel types to generate electricity. 5/6 fuel
types are already making a world a better place to live.
The one other fuel group is nuclear.
Why? Well nuclear is very expensive, the way nuclear
energy is generated, is very dangerous and unstable.
Nuclear is also not renewable and is bad for the
environment.
I think the ontario government should work on nuclear
and geothermal to help make our environment a better
living place for all! Reported by: Little Scientist potato
superkids #11

I would like to conclude that
ontario is doing a nice job
using fuel types, because now
there are clean and
renewable fuel types then
nonrenewable ones which is
good because ontario should
have more renewable fuel.^^
Written by super potato kid
#12

Yes, Ontario is taking good care
of the type of fuels because
most of them are renewable,low
cost, clean sources/clean fuels,
carbon-free .So which means
that Ontario is doing a good job
for all the fuels.

Yes, because the
Canadian
government asks
citizens to use
natural energy as
little as possible,
so that they don't
need to consume
so much energy.
Potato Superkid
#14

Based on the data on the top right,so I
would like to conclude that no,Ontario
government has to do a better job for
the current fuel types,because Ontario
is using too much
Uranium,also,Uranium is not
renewable,and really expensive and
explosive,so it‘s not good to planet
earth.The other renewable energy has
less than 50 percent.So,a next step is
this could be,use more wind and hydro
and use less the Uranium to make it
green powered.

By: Super Potato Kid #13
Potato Superkid #15

Yes the government is doing a better job using the
current fuel types.
Most of the fuel types are helping to make a better
world. 4 out of 5 fuel types are making the environment
better.
The one fuel type that isn’t helping the world to make a
better place is nuclear.Nuclear is the most toxic fuel
type out of all of them.
I think the government should start focusing more on
nuclear to help make the world a better place.
Reported by : Super Potato Kid #16

Based on our research i would like to
conclude that ontario is doing good by
using the current fuel types to generate
electricity. 5 out of 6 fuel types are already
making the world a better place to live. The
one other fuel group is nuclear.
Reason: Nuclear is expensive and costs a
lot of money.
So, the ontario government should work
better on nuclear and help make our earth
a better place for everyone!
Written by: Super potato kid #17

No, cause based on our
research, nuclear power is very
expensive, and causes a lot of
pollution plus very explosive.
Most people are very careless,
and not much people are
knowing the consequences.
Reported by: potato superhero
kid#18

Yes because Canada is
doing better than most
countries in the clean
energy field.
it won’t pollute and cause
world warming.
Potato Superkid #19

No, the government is not doing quite a good job.
As for uranium, they are expensive. When they are
left over, they get buried in the land creating
nuclear waste. Instead of using cheap resources,
the government uses expensive resources. Unlike
for the cheap ones. Hydro, wind, solar, biomass,
geothermal are all mostly reusable. Right now
Hydro, wind, solar, biomass, geothermal are all
under 30%. It’s cheap and good for the
environment, tho the government wants to use
nuclear making it bad for the land creating
pollution. I would like to conclude that, for the
government to do a better job is to use Hydro,
wind, solar, biomass, geothermal . Why because
it’s cheap and doesn’t pollute the world
Potato Superkid #20

Based on our research, I would like to
conclude that Ontario is not doing quite a
good job as for uranium they are expensive
if they are left over it and gets buried then it
makes nuclear waste and a major
environmental concern related to nuclear
power.
Potato Superkid #21

Based on our research ,I would like to conclude
that Ontario is doing a better job because this
year,solar energy is more commonly used .wind
energy is the three most used energy and is
natural. There is two energy in the three most
used energy that is natural . that is why I think
that ontario is doing a better job .
Potato Superkid #23

The government is not building a
better living place because the
nuclear is explosive and expensive.
And it's really dangerous. In the
nuclear plant there’s a problem of
nuclear waste, so i would rather make
the government use solar energy. But
we don't have a lot of sunlight. So I
would say use windmills more to the
government because windmill don’t
pollute.
Written by potato superkid #22

Based on research i would like to
conclude that the ontario government
is doing a better job this year because
solar is an power that is conversion of
energy to sunlight to electricity. We
can harness it to generate power for
activities without polluting the
environment. Solar is cheap when it is
made to generate electricity.That's why
i think the ontario government is
doing an better job.
Potato Superkid #24

Yes because the Ontario government is
using reusable energy more than non
reusable energy like wind hydro and
solar. These type of energy are good for
the environment because they don't
make pollution.
Potato Superkid #25

Yes, Uranium is 60% and Uranium is
from the ground which means its a
natural resource so its although 26% is
hydro which is manmade while wind is,
7% natural gas is 3%, solar is 3% and
biomass is 1%
Potato Superkid #26

I would like to conclude that Ontario is not
building a better place because Uranium is
expensive to keep safe and Uranium is 1st to
generate energy and it's bad. All together
Ontario is doing great like Hydro, Wind, in
the top three, and they are reusable energy
Hydro is clean fuel wind low fuel cost.
Biomass and Geothermal in the future I will
have to catch up. Suggestions for the low
fuel types should drain Uranium.
Reported by
totally not a super potato Scientist kid #27

